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Lincoln University Research Archive

- Established June 2007
- Mandate of theses
- Ongoing deposit of theses / dissertations
- Lincoln research reports
Retrospective Archiving

- Digitisation of all theses
- Dissertations on request
- Published Lincoln series
- Research outputs where possible
- Preservation
Copyright and Licensing

• Copyright Act 1994
• Preventing plagiarism
• Restrictions on access
• Applying an embargo
• Intellectual property
Scholarly Communication

• Open access
• Communicate with peers
• Digital not print
Future Focus

• Collecting all Lincoln research outputs
• Repository for PBRF
• Persistent links for reference list
• Publishing digital series
• Encourage postgraduates to deposit
Lincoln University Research Archive

This is a digital research archive or "institutional repository" for Lincoln University - a place to store, index, preserve and redistribute in digital formats the research output of the University's staff and students.

If you are interested in depositing material into the Archive, please see the Deposit Guidelines and FAQ.

Search

Enter some text in the box below to search the Research Archive.

Communities in the Research Archive

Choose a community to browse its collections.

Agriculture and Life Sciences Division [123]
Bio-Protection and Ecology Division [61]
Commerce Division [57]
Environment, Society and Design Division [49]
Research Centres and Units [211]
Theses and Dissertations [58]
Related Services

• Kiwi Research Information Service
• National Digital Heritage Archive
• Directory of Open Access Journals
• OAIster
• Google Scholar
Websites

• Lincoln University Research Archive: http://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz/
• KRIS: Kiwi Research Information Service: http://nzresearch.org.nz/
• Open Access Initiative: http://www.oaister.org/
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